As the economic downturn begins to hurt both individuals and businesses, ensure that you are ready to advise your clients using the very best information available...
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Insolvency Legislation
Annotations and Commentary

Insolvency Legislation: Annotations and Commentary provides practical guidance on the key primary and secondary insolvency legislation. In addition to the complete texts of the key statutory provisions, each is annotated with detailed analysis and commentary, providing readers with everything they need within a single portable volume.

Combining the experience and knowledge of an established practitioner and leading academics, the book provides a succinct, practical discussion of relevant insolvency provisions and case law. It has been written specifically for the purpose of assisting not only in the identification of the key legal principles but also in facilitating practical problem solving. The detailed commentary includes general observations and analysis concerning terminology, specific wording, practical issues and procedure.

This third edition has been thoroughly updated with:
- Substantial commentary on the Cross-Border Insolvency Regulations 2006
- Updated commentary on the EU Insolvency Proceedings Regulations
- Revised commentary on administration
- The latest case law, including succinct discussion of many of the cases cited

This is an invaluable text for insolvency barristers, solicitors, licensed insolvency practitioners, accountants and academics.

March 2009 3rd edition c1600pp Papercover £95.00 inc mainland UK p&p ISBN 978 1 84661 156 8

Order online now www.jordanpublishing.co.uk
Taking Security
Law and Practice

Richard Calnan, Partner, Norton Rose

"extremely practical ... this work will be of extreme benefit to practitioners"
JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL BANKING LAW AND REGULATION

"well-written, clear and comprehensive account"
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS LAW

Most commercial loans now involve security of some kind, such as a mortgage on property or a fixed or floating charge. Professionals working in this area need to be increasingly aware of the often complex legal points that underpin security issues.

Taking Security: Law and Practice is the only book dealing with security in its own right. The author, a specialist in banking and security law and insolvency, draws from his wide experience to outline the legal principles and practical considerations that need to be taken into account in order to obtain the best security. It provides comprehensive coverage of:

- various types of security, including pledges, mortgages, fixed and floating charges
- the effective creation of legally watertight and enforceable security
- the key issue of priority of security and the order of enforcement especially in the event of insolvency
- alternatives to security such as guarantees, indemnities and set off
- cross-border security and insolvency

An invaluable resource for banking, finance, insolvency and company lawyers, and insolvency practitioners.

2006 Hardback 557pp £95.00 inc mainland UK p&p
ISBN 978 0 85308 995 7

Insolvency Law
Corporate and Personal

Professor Andrew Keay, Professor of Corporate and Commercial Law, Centre for Business Law and Practice, School of Law, University of Leeds; Legal Practitioner (Australia) and Dr Peter Walton, Reader in Law and LPC Course Director, University of Wolverhampton

"clear, concise, readable and uncluttered. The balance between breadth and depth of coverage has been well struck ... a popular foundation work"
THE CAMBRIDGE LAW JOURNAL

With personal debt and business rescues increasing rapidly, even non-specialist practitioners are increasingly finding their work affected by corporate or personal insolvency.

Insolvency Law: Corporate and Personal is written in a detailed yet straightforward way, making it accessible to both practitioners and students. It comprehensively explains legislation and discusses cases on all aspects of corporate and personal insolvency, covering each of the procedures available. The text is presented logically under headings, with pointers to more specialised information and additional cases.

This second edition includes coverage of international insolvencies, and every part of the book dealing with administration to winding up has been fully revised in light of legislative and case law changes.

This book is a popular first port of call for non-specialists and those new to the area of insolvency, whether in practice or while studying.

August 2008 2nd edition 663pp Papercover £35.00 + £4.00 mainland UK p&p
ISBN 978 1 84661 119 3

Property Insolvency

Peter Levaggi, Joint Head of Property Litigation Group and Head of Property Insolvency Group, Charles Russell LLP; Roger Elford, Solicitor, Corporate Recovery & Insolvency Group and Property Group, Charles Russell LLP

As the number of bankruptcies and voluntary arrangements increases, property law practitioners need to ensure that they are informed of all the relevant issues surrounding property and insolvency.

Property Insolvency will provide you with a comprehensive knowledge of the law relating to these cases, as well as the related areas of bankruptcy, trustee sales and landlord and tenancy insolvency. It also includes a CD-ROM of useful precedents.

This text will ensure that you can be confident of having the relevant knowledge and clear guidance on the practice and procedure on how to deal with these difficult subjects.

January 2009 Hardback + CD-ROM £95.00 inc mainland UK p&p
ISBN 978 1 84661 151 3
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